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Short: 1.84 Miles with 300 feet ascent and descent.
Long: 4.8 Miles with 1080 feet ascent and descent. 2 to 3 hours.

From the Calle Campo bus stop, head SE along Calle Campo.
Continue ahead into Calle Arriba.
Half way across the top of the church square, go left, NE, up Calle los Chorros.
At the top bear right into Calle Dom Manuel Gorillo.
Head past the car park.
Turn left, NE, into Calle las Britas.
At the end, ignore a path left. Cross what looks like a private yard.
The footpath signs are just after this.
Head east along the rocky lava path.
At the next sign posts, turn right, SE, and bend left along the road.
For the short walk, after 90 metres continue ahead, SW, on the road ***
For the long walk, after 90 metres, almost double back, left.
Head east on the footpath.
Cross the ravine and swing south to climb the far side.
Ignore the path heading NE.
The path zigzags a bit heading mainly SW or south.
There is a steep drop with more zigzags into a ravine.
This is one of the steepest paths in this guide book.
The path is in good repair with a non-slippery rocky surface.
Cross the barranco and climb the other side briefly on the road.
Don't head to the house in the ravine.
The footpath heads uphill from the road with more zigzags.
At a branch, head south and SE passing farm land on a rare level-ish path.
The path bends east and turn into a road. Head south to El Pozo.
Near the village, turn sharp left, NE, uphill and head through the village.
Continue roughly NE towards El Jaral.
Near the El Jaral village sign turn left, north, downhill on concrete.
Go left and zigzag twice to drop onto a path down the ravine.
Head roughly west and join another concrete road, west.
Before a hair pin in the concrete, turn right north on a non-obvious path.
This path heads north skirting a farm with fields and chicken sheds.
The path bends west, then north, then NW, dropping all the time.
It joins another path and heads down, ravine on the right.
Rejoin the outgoing path and zigzag down into the ravine.
Climb the other side on the very steep path, roughly north.
Cross a much gentler ravine and rejoin the road.
*** Rejoin the short walk.
Head SW and follow the road down to the TF-82.
It emerges quite near the cemetery and bus station.
Head through town back to Calle Campo.
Stop at the bus station if that's more convenient.
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